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REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision
Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism in the real estate industry.
Our Vision
An organization leveraging our
diverse expertise to benefit all
stakeholders
Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse
professional community
Discover the benefits of choosing a
professionally designated REIC member.

This message is dedicated to our new members and recent candidates as they begin the journey to achieve
their designation. Welcome to the Toronto Chapter of
REIC which has a growing membership of over 600
professionals. The benefits and reach of our Chapter
are reflected in the professional diversity of our members. We are also grateful to our generous sponsors who have stepped forward
to help promote various events this year.
Summer has flown by much too quickly once again. During the past year, the
Toronto Chapter continues to grow and has welcomed 30 members earning their
designations and 42 applications for new candidates. These candidates are engaged in many facets of our industry that will make a major impact with their
employers. We continue to assist them with career guidance and I am always
willing to discuss the future of the real estate industry with any of our new members. Welcome all of you to the Toronto Chapter and we hope to see you at one
of our events in the near future.
Your Board of Directors has created an Associations Partnership committee, a
Social Media sub-committee and is also assisting with the FRI Taskforce. We attended numerous events with other organizations to expand our Corporate Outreach activities as well as form partnerships where we can collaborate with other
chapter associations. One example of this outreach was our Summer Social Networking event held on September 11th, where we had members from CCIM,
CMBA, CREW, ICSC, IFMA, OREA, TREB and Real Estate Leaders who have been
actively involved with our award winning Industry Leader Series.
I will continue to promote REIC as the leader of education & certifications of
real estate professionals in Canada and ask that each of you also get involved.
Help out the Chapter to organize building tours, seminars or networking events.
We also need volunteers to assist with Education, Marketing and Sponsorship.
Please contact me if you wish to participate with one of our committees or assist
by writing articles for the Newsletter. My challenge to each designated member
is to invite a fellow worker or an REIC candidate to a future event and I look forward to seeing you in person at one of the upcoming events.

“Build your Network, Manage your Career, Mentor your Peers and Continue
Lifelong Learning”
Sincerely,
John Bowen
REIC Toronto Chapter President
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Metrolinx Explores Importance Of
Indigenous History On Lands It Works
And Operates On
Submitted in partnership with Metrolinx

R

egular GO Transit customers, especially those
who sit on the same vehicles and watch the same
landscape pass by outside the windows, likely
believe they’ve memorized the landscape.
The cities and towns and creeks – they blur past in a familiar way.
And this happens to a great many of the over 76 million
GO train and bus passenger trips each year.
But how many customers wonder what history these
lands hold? What stories the terrain could tell about other
lives and those who moved about in other times?
For example, how many GO travellers know the land
they move across using public transit was known as ‘Turtle Island’ by Indigenous Peoples for thousands of years?
Like every passenger on every GO Transit vehicle, the
land we operate on has a unique and rich story to share.
And at Metrolinx, we’re looking for ways to share and
acknowledge the importance of that history.

take what is needed and no more. The absence of knives
represents that peace needed to be maintained. This
treaty was recorded on a wampum belt, which was a way
of recording laws, history, traditions and agreements
using wampum beads strung together.
So what does this Treaty mean for us today? For Metrolinx
it means that we are learning more about the history and
contributions of Indigenous Peoples. It means that we
have committed to building relationships with Indigenous communities and peoples. In March of this year,
Metrolinx created its first Indigenous Relations Unit in
order to begin its commitment to Indigenous community
engagement and building strong, meaningful, mutually
beneficial relations and partnerships that will positively
impact the quality of life of Indigenous people.
Throughout the month of June, Metrolinx engaged in several learning opportunities to acknowledge Indigenous
History Month. Metrolinx also began to provide territorial land acknowledgments at public meetings as a way
to learn and understand its connection and responsibility
to build relationships with Indigenous communities.

For example, the main territory that we work, develop,
operate and travel across is known as the ‘Dish With One
Spoon Territory’. It is a treaty that took place between the
Anishinaabe, the Mississaugas and the Haudenosaunee,
that bound them to share and protect the land that is now
known as Southern Ontario.

This included an event where Metrolinx’s Employee Resource Group, Anishinaabe Circle, in partnership with
Oxford Properties, held a culturally immersive event on
June 19, to help staff travel back 500 years into Canada’s
past.

The dish, also sometimes called a bowl, represents the
land and the spoon signifies that each Nation will only

The colourful ‘KAIROS Blanket Exercise’ was an interactive history lesson that’s been used thousands of times in
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Canada. Participants, while
walking on different blankets, explored the land, as
well as the role of First Nations, Inuit and later Métis
people. Amid onlookers, the
90-minute event – meant to
foster understanding between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples.

ployment and engagement. As a Crown agency
we want to ensure that we
move beyond our Constitutional obligation and
provide opportunities for
Indigenous involvement
and partner- ship.

Although we are making
great strides, there is much more work to do – Metrolinx
is only at the beginning of its Indigenous relations journey. Although new, the Indigenous Relations office at
Metrolinx aims to strengthen our relationship with our
Indigenous communities, and will continue building a
framework and work plan that focuses on education, em-

When our passengers
look out the GO train or
bus window, we hope
they enjoy the passing vistas of green spaces and everchanging developments. But we hope look deeper, to understand a rich story that really started their journey.
To visit the story of a recent Blanket Exercise, click here.

Congratulations to the following Long-standing REIC Members…
20 Years

30 Years

40 Years

Winson Chan,CRES, FRI
Carmen Cheung, CRF
Brian Dorr, CPM
Pamela Kalsner, CRF
Georgia Kotiadis, CRES
Barbara Lawlor, FRI
N. Peter Smith, CRES

John Bowen, ARP, CPM, FRI
Christopher Gawrys, FRI
Randall Hughes-Guest, CMOC, CPM
Jesse Lo, FRI
Avi Rosen, FRI
Alice Shimoon, CPM®

Mark Boyak, FRI
Sophie Jaremko, FRI
Matthew Poon, FRI

25 Years

Ermidio Alves, CMR, CPM, FRI
Anthony Cusimano, FRI
Jaime Da Costa, FRI
Eugene Korneluk, CPM
Robert Ross, CLO, CPM, CRF, FRI

Jainarine Brijpaul, FRI
Janine Easden, CRF
Paul Geier, ARP, CPM
Barbira James, FRI(E), CPM®
Paul Jone, CRF, FRI
Paul LaFontaine, CPM
Michael McAlear, CPM®, ARP
Robert Walford, CPM
Andrew Zsolt, FRI

35 Years
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45 Years
Don Hill, FRI, CPM®
Barbara Hughes,FRI
Richard Levinsky,FRI
Michael Potashnyk,CRP, FRI

50 Years
Gordon Weiske, CMR, FRI

53 Years
Lawrence D'Orsay,FRI

Milestones
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IREM Conference Highlights
Sept. 13-16, 2019
By David MacDonald, CPM

T

his year the IREM Global Summit was held in
beautiful San Francisco and was another great experience. Real estate management professionals
from all over the globe came together for 3 days of networking, educational and motivational sessions, and to
celebrate the accomplishments made throughout the industry over the past 12 months. The opening keynote
speaker of the Summit was Erik Qualman (aka “Equalman”), a bestselling author, inspiring motivational
speaker and expert in digital media. Equalman shared insights into the often-overwhelming world of social media
and encouraged everyone to accept that privacy is now
essentially dead and that we need to step into the realm
of discomfort by participating in order to maintain and/or
establish each of our own personal brands.
As international delegates at the Summit, the Canadian
contingent along with others from Japan, Korea, China,
South Africa, the UAE, and a number of other countries,
were invited to presentations by Jeevan J. D’Mello, a
renowned architect responsible for the design of the fa-
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mous Burj Khalifa tower in Dubai, and Patricia de Lille,
the National Minister of Public Works and Infrastructure
of South Africa. Jeevan is popularly known as the “Father
of Community Management in the Middle East” and gave
a fascinating presentation of the Burj Khalifa tower, the
tallest building in the world, as well as the community
and mixed-use developments that surrounds it. Patricia
de Lille, an active politician in South Africa for over 45
years was part of the team which drafted South Africa’s
Constitution. Patricia served as Mayor of Cape Town from
2011 to 2018 and during that time she pioneered and
championed a range of spatial planning projects and systems to speed up and enhance service delivery.
The conference was full of opportunities to engage in a
variety of educational sessions, such as: How To Maximize Employee Performance & Processes; Active Shooter
Events: How to Mitigate Loss through Preparation; and,
Automation and its Effects on Real Estate.
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IREM Conference Highlights Cont’d
Aside from the educational sessions that were held
throughout the Summit, there were numerous networking opportunities with global participants as well as a few

member was named as President. The evening gala formally ended the Summit and awards for the CPM and
ARM of the year were given to the various nominees.
Along with the usual awards that were given out, Cheryl
Gray also announced the creation of a newly formed memorial Sustainability Endowment Fund. The fund was
created in honour of Cheryl's late daughter Elaina as a
tribute to her passion for sustainability. The Gray family
generously donated $50,000 to establish the fund and by
the end of the gala additional donations brought the total
amount of the fund to over $70,000.
This year's annual Summit was another great experience
and I look forward to next year when the Summit will be
held in my home town of Toronto Canada. I hope to see
many of you there!

organized events held specifically for the Canadian
members in attendance.
The keynote speaker that closed out the Summit was John
O'Leary, a truly inspiring individual that can best be described as resilience personified. In 1987 as a curious
nine-year-old boy, John was involved in a severe gasoline
fire accident and was burned on 100 percent of his body.
Given a one percent chance to live, he overcame the
odds and emerged inspired.
John spoke about ways to serve, love and impact those
around you more profoundly. John's light-hearted, positive and humorous delivery on a heart-wrenching story
provided everyone with a perspective on how personal
accountability involves every aspect of our lives – our
thoughts, actions, behaviors and values. The resounding
message was that positive growth in life is only realized
from within, and often times by helping others however
you can.
This IREM Global Summit was a special one for the
Canadian contingent as Canada's very own, Cheryl Gray
was elected as President of the association. This was the
first time in the association's history that an international
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OCTOBER 2019

Annual Awards Dinner
NOVEMBER 2019

Mississauga AGM & Tradeshow
DECEMBER 2019

PM Expo Seminar
JANUARY 2020

Building Tour Series
FEBRUARY 2020

Industry Leader Series
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To Flip or Not to Flip?
By Natalka Falcomer, JD CLO

E

ver since Toronto’s real estate boom, pre-construction has been one of the
most popular forms of investment. This is because investors assume that they can buy a future
project at today’s value and the value of the future project
will continue to increase. Pre-construction is also an attractive investment because it isn’t as risky or costly as
buying a “run down” home (i.e. a huge deposit) and renovating it (i.e. more money spent than expected!) and
then hoping to sell it for a profit. Pre-construction, in
contrast, divvies up the deposit and the developer takes
care of the construction.
Having said that, while pre-construction flipping appears
simpler than flipping a home, it’s simply not the case. For
example, there are numerous complications regarding
developer charges, carrying costs and costs with respect
to upgrades that are added to the initial purchase price.
What is more, certain pre-construction projects in
Toronto can cost more than a resale condominium. Here
are just three of the many financial impediments that may
make your flip a flop.

(“Assignee”).
It’s obvious that failure to address such loss of incentives
before anyone enters into any agreement will lead to a
dead deal or a lawsuit. As such, it’s imperative the following steps to prevent a dispute and failed flip because
of a loss in incentives:
1. The Assignor should negotiate better assignment
terms before signing the original Agreement with the
developer;
2. Both the Assignor and Assignee should review the
Agreement with a lawyer prior to entering into an assignment agreement; and
3. Depending on what the lawyer finds in the Agreement, include a clause to address the potential for a
loss of incentives. For example, if you’re representing
the Assignor, draft a clause for the assignment agreement that states that the Assignee recognizes that incentives may be removed and if such incentives are
removed then the Assignee agrees to continue with
the completion of the assignment at no cost to the Assignor. If you’re you’re representing the Assignee, however, modify the above to state that any reduction in
incentives will be deducted from the purchase price.

Loss of Incentives
Agreements of Purchase and Sale (“Agreement”) are typically drafted by the developer and are very “developer”
friendly with respect to assigning your Agreement. Apart
from the general fees and legal fees that the original purchaser (“Assignor”) will likely have to pay to the developer for the ability to assign the Agreement, the Assignor
may also lose certain financial incentives. For example,
the caps on development charge levies or credits for future common expenses may be lost in the event of an assignment. The loss of these incentives makes the
assignment much less attractive for the second buyer
In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Fall 2019

Fees, fees and more fees
Apart from paying the developer’s costs for the assignment
(yes, this includes legal fees!), there are several other costs
which the Assignor and Assignee need to consider. For example, who gets the benefit of the interest on the deposit?
The Assignor must also consider how HST will be treated
on the profit of the sale as it may be considered a “flip”
and therefore a taxable gain at different rates.
Assignees, on the other hand, will want to ensure that
they have the capital to not only pay for the deposit to
7

the Assignor for the assignment when the assignment becomes firm, but also the deposit that the Assignor already
paid to the developer. This is particularly crucial as
lenders will not provide financing for an assignment prior
to the completion date. Assignees should also get their
financing in order prior to accepting an assignment as
some lenders refuse to provide a loan based on the assignment purchase price.
Finally, Assignors and Assignees must be clear as to:
whether or not the price paid by the Assignee includes
the fees that the developer charged for the assignment;
who will be responsible for adjustments that are paid to
the developer before the project closes; and who pays
for any upcoming fees for upgrades.
The best way to mitigate for these financial surprises is
ensure that a lawyer carefully combs through the original
Agreement and sets out all past, current and future fees
in the assignment agreement, as well as who pays for
what and when.

When Can You Assign?
Many developers now prohibit purchasers from assigning
their unit until the developer has sold a certain percentage of the total development. The threshold in Toronto
can be between 85 or 90% of the development. This
means that, if the market slows and the developer can’t
meet the threshold or if the developer goes bankrupt in
its effort to meet the threshold, then the Assignor may be
stuck with a project that she cannot sell or with no project at all. As such, its’ critical for investors to carefully
review any restrictions on when the Assignor may assign
her agreement, as well as the integrity and financial
strength of the developer.
Central Toronto’s condominium prices continue to accelerate, making it no surprise that, despite these potential
problems, investors continue to buy pre-construction and
make a profit. Having said that, it’s imperative to understand that fluctuations in the market and the legal terms
and financial terms of an Agreement because they can
make your flip a flop.

to our new REIC Designated members - January - October 2019
James Aziz, CPM
Seth Bleiweis, CLO
Ying Luo (Valerie) Cai,FRI
David Chen, FRI
Hong Tina Chen, FRI
Cynthia Czerkas, CPM
Judy Dong, FRI
Yan Feng, FRI
PingYuan (Bill) Geng, FRI
Amrik Gogna, ARM, CRES, FRI
Rodney Harvey, CRES
Sarah Hughes, ACoM, CLO, CPM
Bin Ji, FRI
Melanie King, CLO, FRI(E)
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Rao Komaravolu, CRES, FRI
Tony To Hung Lai, FRI
Barbara Lee, FRI
Catherine Li, FRI
Chao Li, FRI
Michael Li, FRI(E)
Kevin Lin, CRES, FRI
Kevin Malek, ARM
Ron McIntosh, FRI
Tamoghna Mishra, CPM
Alireza Moghaddam, FRI
Paul Nathan, CPM
Sophia Michelle Pueda-Mandap, CPM

Harry Sarvaiya, FRI
Samuel Shing, FRI
Austin Snow, ARM
Sam Tassone, FRI
Enio Tersigni, ARM, CRES, FRI
Tony Wang, FRI
Winnie Wang, FRI
Brandon Won, CRF
Hongming Wu, FRI
William Xu, FRI
Yaqi (Bill) Zeng, FRI
Kate Zidarova, CLO, FRI
Ken Zou, FRI
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– MEMBER PROFILE –

Paul Nathan, CPM
achieve his CPM designation to enhance his career opportunities. The
uniqueness of the CPM is the Management Plan (a PhD Thesis) and
Ethics. He stated “If one needs to be
successful in his/her career both in
terms of achievements and good
standing he/she should regulate himself by achieving a well-recognized
certification course which regulates
the industry”.

P

aul Nathan has been working as Head of Real Estate
Asset Management in
Bahrain, Middle East for the last 3
decades and now taken a huge
leap to move to Canada. He said
that prior to moving to Canada he
did an in-depth survey of the real
estate and property industry in
Canada and the top niche courses
that he could undertake. He chose
without any second thought and
registered to take the required
CPM courses when his family
came to Canada in 2017.
While working in Bahrain he did
complete the Management plan
and achieved the CPM with distinction. Though he is a Fellow
Member of The Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveying, a UK professional Body and a Certified Shopping Mall Manager, he decided to

Paul has been very successful in
managing multi asset class (commercial, retail, multifamily, residential
and industrial) and in each asset
class he has been successful in managing Property, Facility, Leasing,
Marketing and Finance. In his previous role as Director with Cluttons
Savills he was involved in FCO – Foreign and Common Wealth Office,
British Government Global Property
valuations and presented development appraisals for master developments. He has also been involved in
the redevelopment and execution
plan on the Sheraton hotel development which includes Financial
Analysis, Feasibility study, appointment of consultants, design review.
At National Level Advisory Paul performs, Ambassador in cross border
education by initiating Global IREM
(Institute of Real Estate Management)
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courses for Bahrain and Middle
East, National level panel committee member in the formulation of
rental law and valuation standards
at RERA (Real Estate Regulatory
Authority), National board member and APC (Assessment of Professional Competence) Assessor
for 6 years with RICS (The Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors),
Roaster Member - Mediator and
Arbitrator at Chamber for Dispute
Resolution.
Paul had the opportunity to write
an article in JPM on the “complexities involved in managing the
Properties by the Property Managers in reclaimed lands. He is excited with his new role at IREM
participating in the Education Advisory Board.
“I believe that each person should
leave the world a little better than
how they found it. At this stage of
self-actualization, I see professional contribution as the key element to my future and with my
global real estate expertise, industry experience and my passion of
giving back I am sure that I will
have the opportunity to share my
expertise for the development of
the Toronto Chapter, The National
REIC and the Global IREM”.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR

T

he End of Summer Social
held at the waterfront venue
'Against the Grain Urban
Tavern' on September 11th was an
outstanding success! The goal for
the REIC Events & Education Committee was to bring together leaders
in the Real Estate industry to grow
and build relationships with The
Real Estate Institute of Canada. This
Networking opportunity brought together experts from various sectors
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of the industry. (View the photos to
see the synergy your Toronto Chapter
leadership is building for our members).
Building relationships has resulted in
joint events with other Associations
and will offer our own Toronto Chapter members discounted rates to attend events with other Associations.
A great evening on the waterfront resulted in many new relationships for

members. Stay tuned for future
events that you can network with
Industry Leaders.
We would also like to thank Luc
Corneli, Principal and Founder of
McCOR Management for sponsoring the evening Networking event.
For future sponsorship opportunities,
please contact Chapter President,
John Bowen or toronto@reic.com
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The Reasons Why You May
Get Sued
By By Natalka Falcomer, JD CLO

A

gents are faced with
managing numerous details, multiple parties and
valuable assets. These hurdles become grueling mountains to
climb when you throw in: rushed
time lines, emotions and fear of losing the home that
your clients had their hearts set on and can’t be found
anywhere else. It’s no wonder mistakes happen and
clients sue. Having said that, lawsuits are not inevitable
if you know the most likely reasons you’ll get sued and
how to protect yourself from making fatal mistakes. And,
similar to most other professions (including lawyers), the
basis of most complaints is lack of communication causing a mismatch in expectations and outcome.

The Top Three Reasons You’ll Get Sued

should have known. After all, aren’t you supposed to be
a real estate professional!

2. Breach of Duty and Negligence
If you’re an agent who “dabbles” in different asset classes
or locations, be warned. You might be breaching your
duty to your client and exposing yourself to claims of
negligence.
Here’s why: your client places a high level of trust in you.
They believe that you have the expertise you claim and
“suggest” by taking on the deal. And if you don’t and if
you make a negligent mistake – even if your intentions
were good - then be prepared for a fight in the courtroom. The problem with negligence claims is that it’s difficult to determine if you’ve acted reasonably. This means
that, even if you weren’t negligent, you’ll still face a lawsuit and be left with a soiled reputation.

1. Failure to Disclose Property Defects
Yes, we all want to get a deal done quickly, as well as
make sure our clients are happy with the price and expediency. But, a great price and a quick close won’t necessarily bar you from facing angry clients. Especially if
you forget to fully disclosure all latent defects.
The numbers don’t lie: you’ll be the first to get served
with legal papers after a deal closes if your client or the
other party discovers defects. Defects range from improvements without permits to noises, stigmatized properties or nuisances.
“But, I didn’t know, so I’m not responsible!”, you’ll claim.
Sorry, that’s not a defence. The threshold to prove that
you were negligent isn’t that you did know, but that you
In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Fall 2019

3. Giving quasi-legal advice
Every deal requires legal advice, especially since we’re
moving away from non-binding offers to binding leases
masquerading as offers. Not to mention, our increasingly
litigious society calling for an extra “layer” of protection
by way of a legal review.
Despite the real risk facing agents – and the fact that
agents are signing up their clients to binding agreements
without proper advice – agents don’t want to get lawyers
involved. They fear that lawyers will kill the deal and
slow the process. So, the agents offer some general advice and don’t encourage their clients to get a quick legal
review. After all, you’ve been doing this for years and you
know more than lawyers.
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Such an approach is
not only problematic for the agent’s
reputation, but also
his commission. I’ve
witnessed
many
deals dying because
buyers, sellers, landlords and prospective tenants use the
“we didn’t get legal
advice” excuse to
get out of deals. And
some unscrupulous
clients then point
the finger at the agent, claiming that they never advised
them to get the advice they need.

What Can You Do to Protect Yourself?
The most common cause of lawsuits is assuming you
know everything and subtly putting your interests ahead
of others.

Estate Management,
Urban Land Institute
(ULI) and Society of
Industrial and Office
Realtors
(SIOR),
offer excellent programs and designations to stay on top
of all of the changes
in your industry.
• Get a professional
involved
early: Always recommend that professionals
get
involved early, before anything is “firm” and make this
recommendation in writing. Getting the professionals
involved early will ensure that you avoid wasting your
time negotiating certain points that simply won’t work
from a legal, financial or logistical perspective. My
experience shows that advice on sticky issues early in
the process always helps to close the deal faster because everyone is working in tandem and major
headaches are anticipated and prevented.

There are three simple panaceas to this litigation cause:
• Stay updated with changes in case law, regulations
and the real estate industry: The most dangerous people are those who think what they learned in the past
holds true today. It simply doesn’t: laws change,
clients change, communication standards change and
the product (i.e. the market) changes. If you’re not updated and in tune with how the regulatory bodies
want you to deal with multiple offers, “double ending” deals” or disclosing latent defects, at the very
least, you may cause a deal to fall apart and get a
RECO complaint.
• Don’t stop learning: Agents must constantly educate
themselves if they want to call themselves experts.
Their knowledge should not only be about local rates
and sale prices, but also the potential issues that may
arise, such as structural and potential legal threats.
Various bodies such as your real estate board, the
Real Estate Institute of Canada and Institute of Real
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These solutions are so simple, yet rarely followed. If you
don’t take a moment to protect everyone’s interests – including yours – then you’ll likely face a disgruntled client
and a lawsuit. After all, it’s always better to have no deal,
then a lawsuit and no deal.

Sponsorship Program
Corporate sponsorship introduces your business to the
most successful people who work within real estate, and
affords your organization the opportunity to access key
decision makers. It also offers your organization the opportunity to be visible promoters of your business through
the real estate industry through our programs, seminars
and tours.
For more details see page 16 or contact us at
info@reictoronto.com
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SPRINGFEST SEMINAR

Be Prepared When Disaster Strikes
By Eugene Korneluk CPM®

A

re you prepared for a major catastrophic disaster
in your buildings as a manager or owner? What
steps should a commercial property owner/manager take in reducing risk in advance of a large scale disaster? Our Springfest seminar focused on the importance
of disaster preparation. Specifics on risk
assessment, table top
exercises, and emergency
response
equipment revealed
the necessity for
restoration company
expertise in planning
cycles.
Industry experts Vincent Germanese and John Stevenson
shared real life examples from their 20+ years in restoration and security risks vital in times of extreme weather
events or building mishaps such as floods. Moderator
John Bowen CET, ARP, FRI, CPM asked questions of our
panelists to help us understand why preparations are key
to mediating sudden building disasters. Extreme wind,
water and weather-related examples were shared such
as the Calgary flood, Slave Lake forest fire, and Goderich
tornado restorations. Climate change is resulting in more
extreme weather events and rising insurance losses in the
commercial property management industry. In 1980,
Canadian insurance losses totalled 1,400 claims. In
2018, over 5,000 claims were processed totalling $1.8
B.
Restoration companies know how to operate in emergency response disasters – “operating independently to
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do everything”, unlike General Contractors. Most disasters require total self sufficiency such as emergency
power and engineering expertise to assess the disaster for
all hazards. Insurers use Integricon’s CRASH TEAM units
– Critical Response Abatement Solution Hazmat, which
provide
necessary
certified emergency
staff responding to
hazardous materials
and toxic contamination situations such as
asbestos or Ecoli.
Critical barriers can
be set up for point
entry, to save documents and building
contents. Building hubs need to be saved to restore operational capabilities.
Owners and Landlords need to understand their liabilities to their occupants and investors. Building managers
must provide a Designated Substance Report to first responders for any emergency incident. New policies and
procedures may have to be set up or revised. Restoration
to business normal is critical by qualified response teams.
John Stephenson can assess a building for Critical Paths
in Disaster Management Plans and Emergency Training
exercises by building staff. Have the local fire department
observe your annual drills.
Are your buildings prepared for a Major Disaster? Hire a
Restoration Company to help plan for any emergency
disaster.
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About the Real Estate Institute of Canada
REIC is a not for profit organization that has been educating and certifying specialists in real estate since 1955. We are
a leading provider of advanced education and designation programs in the Canadian real estate industry. Some of our
designations include, Certified Property Manager (CPM®), Fellow of the Real Estate Institute (FRI), and Certified Leasing
Officer (CLO).

Website: www.reic.ca

About the Real Estate Institute of Canada Toronto Chapter
As of June 30, 2018, the Toronto Chapter had a total of 607 members/candidates,
which is the largest REIC chapter in the country.
Website: http://www.reic.ca/toronto

ANNUAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Corporate sponsorship introduces your business to the most successful people who work within real estate, and affords
your organization the opportunity to access key decision makers. It also offers your organization the opportunity to be
visible promoters of your business through the real estate industry through our programs, seminars and tours.

Platinum
 5,000

Gold
 $3,500

Inclusions

Inclusions

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisements for any
Special Events organized
by the REIC Toronto
Chapter for one year

✓ Two tickets to the Awards
Dinner

✓ Recognition at the Awards
Dinner

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisements for four
Series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in four consecutive
Newsletters

✓ One ticket to the Awards

Series Sponsor
The REIC Toronto Chapter’s Education and Events Committee
organizes professional development sessions within the GTA to
advance the education of its members. These sessions can be
divided into four categories: Building Tour Series, Industry Leader
Series, Seminar Series, and Networking Series.

Dinner

✓ Recognition at the Annual
Awards Dinner

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisement for two
Series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in four consecutive
Newsletters

✓ Company logo, description,
and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

Silver
 $2,000

Bronze
 $1,000

Inclusions

Inclusions

✓ Listed on event
advertisement for one
series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in three consecutive
Newsletters

✓ Company logo, description,

and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

 $500
Inclusions
Includes one event such as the
REIC Toronto Chapter’s Annual
Awards Dinner, Annual General
Meeting, or participation at one
of the networking events.

✓ Company Logo or Business

Newsletter Sponsor

Card in two consecutive
Newsletters

The REIC Toronto Chapter’s
Marketing and Communications
Committee publishes four
Newsletters per year, which are
sent to all Toronto Chapter
members and various Real
Estate Associations. Copies are
made available to individuals
taking courses at the REIC’s
National Head Office and
distributed to various real estate
companies and member events.

✓ Company logo, description,
and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

✓ Company logo, description,

Special
Events Sponsor

For additional information, please contact Beth McKenzie at info@reictoronto.com or myself:
John Bowen, FRI, ARP, CPM®
President, Toronto Chapter, Real Estate Institute of Canada
Office: (416) 419-2745
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Thank you

to our Chapter Sponsors
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